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Overview

Punitive License Suspension 
and Its Effects

Is suspending a person’s driver’s license an effec-
tive punitive measure? This is a vital question for 
Florida, which issued around 1.7 million license 
suspensions last year.1 That accounts for roughly 
10 percent of Florida’s driving population, many of 
whom could be in danger of losing their livelihood 
for offenses unrelated to traffic safety.2

While it may be wise to prevent someone from 
handling a vehicle when they have been driv-
ing drunk or causing accidents, some states have 
turned to license suspension as a broader form 

of punishment, stacking it on top of the fines and 
prison sentences courts already impose. Florida 
is among the most conspicuous members of this 
crowd: an estimated 76 percent of license suspen-
sions in Florida are for non-traffic-safety related 
offenses.3 

Today, 86 percent of Americans use a car or mo-
torcycle to get to work. Without a driver’s license, 
they are at risk of losing their job and their income. 
Many places of employment even require a valid 
driver’s license before hiring. These conditions 
have made the driver’s license an increasingly nec-
essary tool to rise out of poverty and unemploy-
ment, and cast a long shadow over the practice of 
punitive license suspension.4
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Driving While License Suspended
Individuals who ignore their license suspensions and 

risk taking to the road often do so because they don’t 
have a better means of getting around. The National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration estimates 75 
percent of individuals with suspended licenses do take 
that risk and drive anyway.5

In Florida, those that get caught while driving with-
out a valid license are charged with Driving While Li-
cense Suspended, Revoked, Canceled or Disqualified 
(DWLS).6 Even on a first offense, it can carry up to 
$500 in fines or 60 days of jail time.7 The potential fine 
doubles to $1,000 on a second offense, and potential 
jail time increases to a year. On a third offense, Florida 
charges DWLS as a third degree felony, which carries 
fines of up to $5,000 and a prison term of up to five 
years.8 

Any fines charged, plus any prior debt, must be paid 
for an individual’s license to be reinstated.9 Each time 
an individual is caught trying to drive with a suspend-
ed license, additional fines and fees make it harder for 
them to return to driving legally.

License Suspension in Florida
Florida regularly suspends its citizens’ driver’s licens-

es as a punishment for a vast array of civil and crimi-
nal offenses, with many offenses carrying a mandatory 
license suspension. While suspending licenses for un-
safe driving has a common sense value to the public, 
many of the offenses for which Florida suspends an in-
dividual’s license have no relation to traffic safety. These 
suspensions cut off a vital lifeline for individuals in the 
workforce, and can herald an endless cycle of fines, 
court costs, and liabilities that make escaping the crim-
inal justice system nearly impossible. Florida workers 
aren’t the only victims: the state itself spends man-
hours and taxpayer dollars prosecuting and imprison-
ing individuals for the crime of Driving While License 
Suspended, even while burdened with the tenth-largest 
prison system in the nation.10

This policy brief explores the reasons Florida sus-
pends driver’s licenses, the consequences of doing so, 
and the ways to handle these challenges moving for-
ward.

License-Suspending 
Offenses

Getting your license suspended in Florida is easier 
than one might think. While Florida suspends driver’s 
licenses for traffic safety offenses such as drunk or reck-
less driving, individuals in Florida routinely have their 
licenses suspended for minor offenses that have noth-
ing to do with driving, such as failure to pay court costs 
on time or forgetting a court date.11

The following is a complete list of offenses that can 
lead to suspensions:

• Most drug offenses;12

• Failure to appear for traffic summons;13

• Failure to pay court-imposed fines on time;14

• Conviction of a misdemeanor theft offense;15

• Conviction of an offense involv-
ing theft of a car or car parts;16

• Illegally possessing a firearm as a minor;17

• Conviction of graffiti offense as a minor;18

• Giving alcohol to a minor;19

• Refusing a chemical test on suspicion of DUI;20

• Failure to appear on a worthless check charge;21 

• Failure of a minor to comply with a 
non-criminal citation for sexting;22

• Being in contempt of court as a minor;23

• Any delinquent act committed by a mi-
nor, as a condition of a diversion pro-
gram, a condition of probation, or a 
penalty for the delinquent act;24

• Any felony where the driv-
er was operating a vehicle;25 

• Any crime involving lewdness or pros-
titution where a vehicle is involved;26 

• Failure to pay child support27

While some of these offenses are traffic safety crimes, 
it’s evident that Florida uses driver’s license suspension 
as a punishment for a wide range of offenses unrelated 
to traffic safety. Many of these, discussed below, create 
an undesirable result for the state and its citizens.
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Failure to Appear
A failure to appear offense, commonly called an FTA, 

is the failure of a defendant to appear for his or her 
scheduled court date. Florida suspends driver’s licens-
es for two kinds of FTAs, including traffic court sum-
mons and check fraud.28 It is by far the leading cause of 
license suspension in Florida: an estimated 1,430,151 
license suspensions were issued for FTAs in the 2010-
2011 fiscal year (FY).29 Approximately the same num-
ber of licenses were suspended for FTAs in FY‘11-12.30 
This accounts for roughly three-quarters of license sus-
pensions Florida issued in both years.31

The Florida Department of Highway Safety and Mo-
tor Vehicles (FLHSMV) stopped providing detailed 
public data on license suspensions after FY‘11-12.32 
An analysis of license-suspension practices for FY’12-
13 by Florida’s Office of Program Policy Analysis & 
Government Accountability (OPPAGA) declined to 
investigate the vast majority of FTA suspensions.33 
However, there is little reason to believe circumstances 
have changed in the past five years. The only significant 
legislation impacting license suspensions for failures to 
appear was the 2014 HB 7005.34 This bill changed the 
policy of automatically suspending driver’s licenses for 
failing to appear for the charge of passing a worthless 
check to a policy that left these license suspensions to 
judicial discretion. But license suspension for worth-
less check FTAs represents a small fraction of license 
suspensions for FTAs overall: only 3,441 licenses were 
suspended for worthless check FTAs in 2010, and 1,829 
in FY’12-13.35

When individuals skip court for offenses impacting 
public safety, such as impaired driving or leaving the 
scene of an accident, suspending their license makes 
logical sense. Although these individuals have not yet 
been convicted of a crime, the state should prioritize 
the protection of public safety. But while Florida does 
not issue criminal summons for many smaller viola-
tions, like speeding, it does issue summons for a range 
of non-moving offenses.  These include:

• Driving While License Suspended

• No Valid Driver’s License

• Expired Driver’s License

• Unlawful Display of a License

• Unlawful Use of an Identification Card

• Expired Vehicle Registration

• No Valid Registration

• Attaching Tag not Assigned

• No Motorcycle Endorsement36

The data suggests these offenses make up a much 
larger share of FTAs than active traffic crimes like 
fleeing a police officer or driving under impairment.  
Non-moving violations such as invalid license and reg-
istration crimes made up the vast majority of criminal 
traffic citations issued from 2011 to 2017, at ~76 per-
cent:

Data obtained from the FLHSMV.37 Categories in shades of blue 
represent non-moving violations; categories in shades of red repre-
sent active traffic safety violations.

Suspending licenses for failing to appear for 
non-moving traffic violations deserves more scrutiny. 
Individuals who miss court dates for an expired regis-
tration or suspended license do not necessarily pose a 
public risk. Suspending their licenses could put their 
jobs in jeopardy, while also obligating the state to pay 
for the enforcement of its driving while suspended law.

Those charged with DWLS face unique barriers to 
reinstatement. If they drive to court, they could real-
istically be charged again on the way in the door. But 
missing court dates leads to more fines and fees that 
people are expected to pay without driving themselves 
to work. It’s a no-win situation.
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Nonpayment of Fines and Fees
Just like failing to appear in court, failing to pay fines 

or fees associated with traffic violations leads to license 
suspension.38 These include fines for small infractions, 
such as speeding or triggering a red light camera.39 Flor-
ida suspended 123,825 licenses for nonpayment in 2010, 
and 70,216 in FY’12-13.40 These policies are especially 
punishing to the poor: they are most likely to be unable 
to afford their payments and least able to absorb the 
consequences of losing their license.

After the first unpaid fine or fee, the driver will receive 
a notice from the clerk of court that their license will be 
suspended if the fine is not paid within 30 days. If the 
driver does not pay the fine, the clerk notifies the De-
partment of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles, which 
immediately suspends the driver’s license. Most com-
mon traffic fines range between $100 and $300: 

Common Traffic Violations Cost

Expired Tag or Registration $116

Expired License $116

Red Light Violation $264

Speeding, < 10mph over $131

Speeding, 10 - 14mph over $206

Speeding, 15 - 19mph over $25641

Reinstatement can be made more complex by the ad-
dition of new fines and fees—such as a $25 late fee, and 
collection fees of up to 40 percent of the amount owed.42 
All of these underlying debts must be cleared for a li-
cense to be reinstated, along with a standard $45 rein-
statement fee, and a special “D6 Clearance Fee” assessed 
for failure to pay traffic fines.43

For those who already lack the means to pay their 
fines, the damage done by driver’s license suspension 
can be disastrous. Some lose their job as a result of the 
suspension, and others who are unemployed are dealt 
a crippling blow to their ability to find work.44 Raising 
money to pay off these costs without being able to drive 
is difficult in and of itself, and the additional fines and 
fees generated from late payments compound the chal-
lenge. As a result, many are unable to return to the road 
for years: OPPAGA’s investigation found that 44 percent 
of those who lost their license for failure to pay fines and 
fees did not get it reinstated for over two years, and 10 
percent were without their license for more than five 
years.45

Concern over the impact of these laws has not escaped 
the attention of the federal court system. In December 
2017, the Eastern District Court of Michigan issued an 
opinion enjoining the state from suspending driver’s li-
censes for failure to pay fines or fees.46 The Middle Dis-
trict Court of Tennessee made a similar ruling in March 
of 2018, claiming that revoking driver’s licenses for fail-
ure to pay fines and fees was unconstitutional.  "If a per-
son has no resources to pay a debt, he cannot be threat-
ened or cajoled into paying it; he may, however, become 
able to pay it in the future. But taking his driver’s license 
away sabotages that prospect," wrote Judge Trauger in 
her opinion.47

The court may have a better remedy for unpaid fines 
and fees in the form of wage garnishment or garnish-
ment of unemployment benefits. By using a payment 
plan, it can render justice without making things worse.  

Drug Offenses
In 1991, Florida enacted a law that required auto-

matic driver’s license suspension upon conviction of 
any drug crime. The law was provoked by Congress’s 
Solomon-Lautenberg Amendment, which tied state 
highway funding to the policy’s enactment. Most oth-
er states followed suit, but many have since repealed or 
amended offenses that leveraged license suspension as 
a form of punishment. Florida remains one of only 12 
states to continue suspending driver’s licenses for drug 
crimes.48 It also doubles the original federal require-
ment: the federal law only required a suspension period 
of six months, but Florida’s law prevents those convicted 
of drug offenses from driving for one year.49

In 2010, Florida issued 24,422 license suspensions to 
individuals convicted of drug offenses. 50 A state report 
analyzing suspensions in FY’12-13 found 17,000 license 
suspensions or revocations, compared to just 11,318 re-
instatements in the same category.51 This suggests that 
these suspensions are accumulating annually: Florida 
issued over 50 percent more suspensions than reinstate-
ments in FY’12-13. Additionally, the same study found 
that 34 percent of these reinstatements were for suspen-
sions that were more than five years old.52 

The study notes that some of these may be due to sus-
pendees being unable to get their license reinstated be-
cause they are still in prison. How significant is this fac-
tor? The average time served for drug crimes by Florida 
inmates released in FY’12-13 is 2.6 years.53 A prison term 
of over five years would be a large deviation from the av-
erage, suggesting the number of inmates who would be 
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unable to recover their driver’s license because they are 
still in prison five years after sentencing is low.

More exact data is available for admissions in FY’11-
12 and FY’12-13, and the numbers reinforce this anal-
ysis.54 The data suggests a very small number of drug 
offenders spend more than five years in prison:

that provided a figure for the 2010 American Associa-
tion of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA) study, 
Florida ranked 2nd in the number of licenses suspend-
ed. Although Florida made small changes to this law 
in 2014 to create exceptions for citizens receiving state 
assistance, this minor change is unlikely to bring Flor-

ida’s number of suspensions in line with 
other states.60 The difference is not close: 
21 of the remaining states suspended 
less than 25,000 licenses that year; 16 
suspended less than 10,000.61

When a citizen is more than 15 days 
late on child support payments, Florida’s 
Department of Revenue sends them a 
notice that their license will be suspend-
ed within 20 days.  If they fail to comply, 
their license is suspended.62 

Florida’s Department of Highway 
Safety and Motor Vehicles has defended the practice of 
suspending licenses for child support, describing it as 
being “one of the best compliance tools to enforce child 
support orders.” It notes that 35 percent of recipients 
comply with the order before their license is suspend-
ed. The data from the FY’12-13 OPPAGA report also 
indicates that those who have their license suspended 
for nonpayment of child support are the fastest group 
to have their licenses restored: just over 50 percent 
of these licenses were reinstated within the first six 
months.63

The tradeoff for Florida’s heavy use of this compliance 
mechanism is the large number of citizens who end up 
without a valid license. This punishment, designed to 
incentivize parents to keep up with their payments, can 
have the opposite effect after it’s handed out: without a 
license, transportation costs may rise and acquiring or 
maintaining employment may become difficult. 

The added difficulty in getting to work isn’t the only 
problem, as fines and fees associated with license re-
instatement itself also complicate covering the cost of 
child support. This is an unusual remedy, since if the 
deterrence mechanism fails it makes it harder to en-
sure the parent with custody is receiving the resources 
they need to care for their child. Florida could consider 
relying more heavily on the same tools it already em-
ploys to collect unpaid child support dues: wage gar-
nishment, garnishment of unemployment benefits, and 
federal income tax refund withholding.64 All of these 
methods allow the state to simply collect the unpaid 
dollars directly.

Extrapolating from this data, a rough estimate of the 
number of suspendees who are unable to recover their 
license because they are still serving time is approxi-
mately 12 percent.56 This leaves an estimated 22 percent 
of post-release suspendees who were unable to drive 
for the better part of a decade.

Suspending someone’s driver’s license adds a crim-
inal risk to becoming an Uber driver or commuting 
to a wide range of jobs. As a barrier to employment, 
license suspension can often be an impediment to re-
habilitation. The high ratio of suspendees who do not 
get their license reinstated within a five-year period, 
even though they are eligible to do so, suggests Florida 
should join the growing list of states that have retract-
ed automatic suspension of driver’s licenses for drug 
crimes.

Child Support
Nonpayment of child support is another non-driv-

ing related offense for which individuals may have their 
driver’s license suspended in Florida. In 2010, 125,464 
license suspensions were issued for this offense.57 The 
state of Florida recorded 68,223 suspensions for failure 
to pay child support in the 2012-2013 fiscal year.58 

Suspending driver’s licenses for delinquency in child 
support payments is common practice across states, 
due to a Federal mandate that ties funding for child 
support enforcement programs to a state’s adherence 
to the policy.59 While Florida is part of a majority of 
states that comply with the practice, it is conspicuous 
in the number of licenses it suspends. Of the 25 states 

Drug Offender Admissions by Offense Type, 
Average of FY 2011 - 2012 & 2012 - 2013

Type of Offense Number Percent Sentence
Estd. Time 

Served

Manufacturing,  
Sale, or Purchase

3903.5 50.1% 2.85 years 2.42 years

Trafficking 1878.5 24.1% 5.2 years 4.42 years

Possession 2005.5 25.8% 1.85 years 1.57 years55
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Consequences

Burden on the Poor
The poor are among the hardest hit by these policies. 

Failing to pay any of the fines or fees associated with li-
cense suspension often results in more. These costs are 
numerous, and take many forms:

By way of example, imagine a woman receives a $264 
fine for a red light violation. Unable to come up with 
the money owed, she doesn’t pay. 

After 30 days of nonpayment, her license is suspend-
ed, and she is assessed an additional $25 late fee.75 Two 
months later, she receives a call from a collection agen-
cy demanding $404.60: $289 for the initial fine and late 
fee, plus the agency’s 40 percent premium.76 In order to 
have her license restored at this point, she would have 
to pay both this and $105 in reinstatement fees, cost-
ing her $509.60 overall. If the woman in our example 
chooses to drive to work with a suspended license, she 
could be charged with DWLS. The DWLS charge car-
ries a fine of up to $500 on the first offense, putting her 
over $1,000 away from getting her license reinstated.77

License suspensions can last anywhere from one 
month to several years.78 Without a license, many indi-
viduals lose their jobs: one study in New Jersey found 
that 42 percent of individuals who had their license sus-
pended lost their job as a result.79 Nearly half of those 
individuals were unable to find a new job and, of those 
who could, almost all were making less than before.80 
Yet Florida’s requirements for license reinstatement do 
not factor in ability to pay or changes in employment.

Laws that pile on new suspensions, fines, and fees ex-
acerbate these penalties when individuals can’t afford 
to pay previous fines or miss their court dates. These 
laws disproportionately impact the poor and indigent, 
punishing individuals for their inability to pay. This can 
create a cycle of debt and criminality that, for the poor, 
can be inescapable. 

Impact on Public Safety
Enforcing broad license suspensions through driving 

while suspended laws can have a negative impact on 
public safety. Not only are most license suspensions un-
related to public safety, only 25 percent of suspendees 
actually stop driving anyway.81 

The sheer scale of offenders ties up police officers 
and prevents them from pursuing dangerous crimi-
nals. Washington State, which doesn’t suspend licenses 
for drug crimes or nonpayment, estimated that state 
troopers alone spent 70,848 combined hours enforcing 
DWLS for non-driving related suspensions.82 With a 
larger population and more license-suspending pen-
alties, Florida’s number is undoubtedly higher. These 
are hours that should be spent protecting public safe-
ty: Florida issued more DWLS citations in 2017 than 
arrests for all Part I offenses (which include homicide, 

Florida’s Financial Penalty System for Traffic Crimes

Reason for Fine/Fee Cost

Average traffic fine Between $100 & $30065

Late fee (assessed after  
30 days of nonpayment)

$2566

Collector’s fee (assessed after  
90 days of nonpayment if the state

Up to 40% of  
outstanding costs67

Driver’s license reinstatement fee 
(suspended)

$4568

Driver’s license reinstatement fee 
(revoked)

$7569

Additional reinstatement fee for  
failure to pay traffic fines, appear for 
a traffic summons, or attend traffic 

school (“D6 clearance fee”)

$6070

Additional reinstatement fee  
for failure to pay child support

$6071

Additional reinstatement fee 
 for failure to maintain car insurance

$15072

Additional administrative fee for 
offenses related to drugs or alcohol

$13073

Driving While  
License Suspended fine

Up to $500 (first offense), 
up to $1,000 (second offense), 
or up to $5,000 (third offense)74
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rape, burglary, and larceny, amongst others) com-
bined.83

Costs and Revenue for Florida
Enforcing driver’s license suspensions and the result-

ing DWLS charges creates serious costs for Florida’s 
taxpayers. It would be nearly impossible to quantify 
the tax revenue Florida loses by preventing thousands 
of citizens from driving to work. However, studies 
performed in other states are beginning to shed light 
on the costs of enforcing and prosecuting the Driving 
While License Suspended law, which is one of the most 
common charges in Florida.84 

Prosecuting DWLS requires work from police, dis-
trict attorneys, public defenders, court clerks, judges, 
and countless other state actors. There are also postage 
costs, court costs, and jail costs to consider. Florida es-
timated their annual postage costs for non-driving-re-
lated suspensions alone totaled around $72,000.85 

Estimating court costs, which include the salaries 
of attorneys, judges, and court clerks, is a challenging 
task. The state of Washington attempted to quantify 
these costs in 2010, and concluded it was spending 
$836.19 per court filing (a cost including court costs, 
prosecutor costs, and defense costs).86 Florida issued 
over 145,000 DWLS citations annually in the past three 
years. Excluding DWLS that were adjudicated with the 
clerk before trial or settled through payment of a police 
civil penalty yields an average of approximately 127,330 
annual citations that are resolved in front of a judge.87 
Even making the conservative assumption that Florida 
is able to dispose of these charges for half of what it 
costs in Washington, this would still yield a remarkable 
53 million dollars in court costs.88 As roughly 76 per-
cent of license suspensions in Florida are for reasons 
unrelated to traffic safety, changing this policy could 
save Florida over 40 million dollars in taxpayer costs 
annually.89

Because Florida charges it as a felony offense after 
multiple violations, many charged with DWLS ulti-
mately end up in prison. Someone who continues to 
drive their vehicle after failing to show up for their last 
DWLS summons is charged with a felony on their third 
violation.  Florida sends approximately 450 people to 
prison each year for felony DWLS charges, costing the 
state roughly 5.2 million a year.90 Because felony DWLS 
charges require multiple violations, any one of which 
could be for failing to appear for a non-traffic-safety 
related offense, limiting Florida’s license suspension to 

traffic-safety offenses would save the state most of this 
expense.91

Jail time is another major cost. Many DWLS offend-
ers are picked up prior to their court dates, and some 
are held until their cases are disposed.92 A person who 
elects to take jail time on a first offense can end up serv-
ing as much as 60 days in lieu of the up-to-$500 fine. 
Subsequent offenses can carry jail time of up to a year. 
As offenders facing the fines associated with DWLS are 
often unable to pay them, many may choose jail instead. 

Washington State found the cost of jail outweighed 
the money recouped from those paying fines by rough-
ly $164.91 per setting.93 A study of license suspension 
practices in Michigan reached a similar result, finding 
that most DWLS offenders opted for jail time over 
fines.94 Michigan authorizes fines up to $500 on a first 
DWLS offense and $1,000 on a second, the same pen-
alties as Florida.95 Washington State authorizes even 
more, allowing up to $5,000 of fines on a first offense.96 
Yet these fines still fail to offset jail costs.

Even assuming that Florida is able to fully offset jail 
costs with DWLS fines, that Florida’s court filing costs 
are dramatically more efficient than costs in Washing-
ton, and that all man-hours saved by the police force 
are diverted into other public safety needs, Florida is 
still left with a more than $45 million cost from court 
and prison expenses.97 So, how does this compare to 
revenue raised by suspension and reinstatement fees?

Florida does raise considerable revenue from the 
fees associated with license suspension and reinstate-
ment. Approximately 37 percent of fees relating to li-
cense suspension and reinstatement are retained by 
the FLHSMV. The other 62 percent go to the Clerks of 
Court, tax collectors, or general revenue, depending on 
which agency effected the payment.98 Examination of 
FLHSMV revenue report reveals that the fees initiated 
by tax collectors and general revenue actually end up 
with the FLHSMV, meaning that in most cases, the FL-
HSMV collects 100 percent of these charges.99

The FLHSMV 2017 revenue report includes detailed 
data on how much of the department’s revenue came 
from D6 fees, delinquent child support payment fees, 
and license suspension and reinstatement fees. The to-
tal amount is $21,971,738.100 Revenue for the Clerk of 
Courts can be estimated by calculating the appropriate 
share from revenues not allocated to general revenue 
or tax collectors. This yields $11,933,626.101 To account 
for the $25 late fee assessed for nonpayment of traffic 
citations, $2,425,512 is added to the Clerk of Court’s 
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tally.102 The total amount of revenue is estimated at 
$36,330,877.103 This is a substantial amount, but still 
represents less than two percent of FLHSMV’s total 
revenue for that year.

It is also nearly $10 million short of the conserva-
tive cost estimate for enforcing license suspensions for 
non-traffic-safety offenses. Florida would likely save 
more than $9.2 million if it stopped suspending driv-
er’s licenses for non-traffic-safety related FTAs, failure 
to pay fines and fees, failure to pay child support, and 
drug offenses.

Recommendations 
for Reform

Reform in Other States
Other states have increasingly scaled back the num-

ber and type of offenses that result in a driver’s license 
suspension. Massachusetts repealed license suspen-
sions for drug crimes last year.104 Virginia is consider-
ing ending license suspension for all non-driving re-
lated offenses.105 California not only ended suspensions 
for minor violations, it restored the driver’s licenses of 
everyone who lost their license under the same circum-
stances—and made license reinstatement automatic 
at the end of the suspension term.106 Mississippi also 
stopped suspending licenses for nonpayment, and be-
gan restoring licenses to suspendees in January 2018.107 
Results from Washington State, which ended license 
suspensions for non-moving violations back in 2013, 
suggest why states are increasingly embracing license 
reform. License suspensions were cut in half, and over 
4,500 police man-hours were recovered for other ef-
forts.108

Suspending driver’s licenses for non-traffic-safety re-
lated offenses in Florida deserves re-examination. The 
practice hurts the state’s citizens, diverts resources from 
public safety, and generates significant costs. Florida 
legislators should narrow offenses that can result in a 
driver’s license suspension to traffic safety crimes only.

Policy Recommendations:

License Suspensions  
for Failure to Appear
Option 1: Stop Suspending Licenses for Failure to 
Appear for Invalid License/Registration Offenses 
and Passing a Worthless Check. 

These offenses do not actively affect public safety. 
Ending license suspension for FTA on these offenses 
would have the largest impact on reducing the num-
ber of Florida citizens who have their driver’s licenses 
suspended and must deal with the consequences. This 
change would save the state millions of dollars, free 
up police resources to better protect public safety, and 
end a practice that has limited opportunity for Florida’s 
poorest citizens. 

Option 2: Give Judges Discretion over License Sus-
pensions when Offenders Fail to Appear for Invalid 
License/Registration Offenses. 

Florida granted judges discretion over whether or 
not to suspend driver’s licenses for FTA on worthless 
check charges in 2014.109 This approach would bring 
FTAs for other offenses unrelated to traffic safety in 
line with the policy. Judges could determine whether 
or not to suspend licenses based on factors such as the 
offender’s traffic record. 

License Suspensions for  
Failure to Pay Fines and Fees
Option 1: Stop Suspending Licenses for Failure to 
Pay Fines and Fees, and Restore Licenses to these 
Suspendees.

License suspension for failure to pay traffic citations 
hurts Florida’s poorest citizens. In the view of some 
federal courts, it may be unconstitutional. Ending the 
practice now could prevent an unpredictable budget 
shortfall later should more federal courts get involved 
with the issue.  As with ending license suspensions for 
FTAs, it would also bring an end to a practice that has 
limited upward mobility for the state’s lowest-income 
citizens. 

Returning licenses to citizens who lost their right 
to drive due to nonpayment would also help Florida’s 
neediest get back on their feet, providing them the op-
portunity to find better employment. 
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Option 2: Stop Suspending Licenses for Failure to 
Pay Fines and Fees.

This is a limited version of the above solution. Note 
that reinstatement is also at issue in federal court pro-
ceedings evaluating license suspension for nonpayment 
of fines and fees, and the ruling in Tennessee ordered 
immediate reinstatement for all suspendees affected by 
the practice.110 So, while possibly representing a more 
moderate approach, this option would still leave Flori-
da vulnerable to the growing number of lawsuits chal-
lenging the constitutionality of license suspension for 
failure to pay fines and fees.

License Suspensions  
for Drug Offenses
Option 1: Opt Out of the Federal Mandate to Sus-
pend Licenses for Drug Offenses.

The majority of states have now opted out of the 
federal mandate to suspend driver’s licenses for drug 
offenses. These offenses have no relation to traffic safe-
ty, and suspending these driver’s licenses hurts citizens 
who may already be struggling with drug addiction 
and poverty. Ending this practice would help these cit-
izens return to a productive lifestyle. 

Option 2: Reduce the Period of License Suspension 
for Drug Crimes to Six Months.

The federal mandate for suspending driver’s licenses 
for drug offenses only requires a six-month suspension 
term. Florida currently suspends these licenses for one 
year. Bringing this term in line with the federal man-
date would provide a small but appreciated benefit to 
small-scale offenders serving short or no prison terms.

License Suspension  
for Child Support
Option 1: Opt out of License Suspension for Failure 
to Pay Child Support.

Suspending someone’s driver’s license for failure to 
pay child support puts them at risk of losing their in-
come and, as a result, makes collecting the money owed 
more difficult. By relying more on existing methods to 
collect child support, like garnishment of wages and 
unemployment benefits, Florida could collect unpaid 
dues directly with less adverse effects.

This option requires opting out of the Federal man-
date, which is more difficult for child support than drug 
crimes and is granted only at the discretion of the U.S. 

Department of Health and Human Services.111

Option 2: Stop Suspending Licenses for Failure to 
Pay Child Support when Income Deduction Orders 
are Issued.

If Florida wants to continue using license suspen-
sion as a deterrence mechanism to secure child support 
payments, it could try this more limited remedy, which 
was suggested by OPPAGA in their 2014 report.112 This 
would prevent the Department of Revenue from sus-
pending licenses where wage garnishment or garnish-
ment of state benefits is used instead, providing a clear-
er choice for collection remedies.

Taking a more moderate approach on restricting li-
cense suspensions for child support would also make 
budgeting concerns somewhat easier, especially for the 
Clerks of Court. While suspensions for child support 
still cost Florida more than it earns, the difference is 
much closer than estimates for FTAs, and fees from 
these suspensions made up 21.4 percent of license sus-
pension revenue for clerks in FY’16-17.113

Other Considerations
Address Potential Budget Shortfalls for the Depart-

ment of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles and the 
Clerk of Courts.

Both the FLHSMV and the Clerk of Courts rely on 
fees generated from license suspension fees. While 
this study asserts with confidence that the practice of 
license suspension for non-traffic-safety offenses costs 
Florida money on the whole, the savings from ending 
this practice will not automatically transfer to the FL-
HSMV and Clerk of Courts. Measures should be tak-
en to avoid a budget shortfall for these agencies when 
changing the state’s license suspension policy.

Consider License  
Reinstatement Programs

While this study recommends automatic reinstate-
ment for those who lost driving privileges due to non-
payment of fines and fees, Florida should also consider 
programs that would help other suspendees get back 
on track. An excellent example can be found in Flori-
da’s own Palm Beach County, which was honored with 
the 2018 National Association of Counties Criminal 
Justice Achievement Award for its Court Compliance 
Program.114 The program allows suspendees to come 
to court, verify their address, and enter into a payment 
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program that may forgive collection and late fees. In 
exchange, they can get their license reinstated immedi-
ately in order to better pursue opportunities that would 
enable them to pay off court debt. The program has re-
sulted in 79 percent of Palm Beach suspendees getting 
their driving privileges reinstated, suggesting that it 
could go a long way in helping Florida drivers get back 
on the road.115

Conclusion
Suspending licenses has hurt Florida. There’s no rea-

son to continue down a road that leads to a poorer fu-
ture for its most needy, a more dangerous future for its 
citizens, and a more costly future for its taxpayers. It’s 
time to change course.

Ending license suspensions for offenses unrelated to 
traffic safety will put Florida back on the right track. 
These changes will result in cost savings for taxpayers, 
and better protect the liberty and safety of its citizens.
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and ideas that guide policymakers and fuel public policy debates across Florida from 
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nonprofit, nonpartisan research and educational organization. The Institute conducts 
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